Simulation of low dose CT scan.
1) CT image of HU is converted to that of attenuation coefficient by using effective μ at 120 kVp. 2) A virtual sinogram was produced through a virtual projection procedure which performed the line integration of attenuation coefficients along each ray path between source and each detector pixel. As a result, the virtual sinogram { A g, d ) }was created representing the linear attenuation at each gantry step and detector location. The notation 'g' means each gantry step in CT and 'd' denotes the location in detector array.
3) The virtual sinogram data was translated to the virtual linear sinogram (S ) by equation (1),
( 1 ) 4) Variance of the synthetic noise was calculated by equation (2). The first term of right side is related to quantum noise and patient anatomy, and the second term of right side is related to system noise.
In the equation (2), α is the correction coefficient which is calibrated by minimizing the difference of NPS curves between original and simulated image. Q means incident flux which can be calculated by using TASMIP model. ρ is the ratio of mAs to mAs .
5) Synthetic noise is generated pixel by pixel by multiplying the standard deviation with WGN, and were added to the virtual linear sinogram.
( 4 ) WGN was white Gaussian noise with '0' mean and standard deviation of 1. 6) The noise-added virtual linear sinogram was then converted back to produce the virtual noised sinogram, and were subtracted by original virutal sinogram, producing the synthetic noise sinogram. This noise sinogram was filtered back projected and converted to HU to generate the synthetic noise CT image. Finally, the synthetic noise image was added to the original CT image, resulting in the simulated low dose CT image. 
